
Connect. 
Communicate. 
Collaborate.
Real-time sharing of data and images 
for all enterprise stakeholders

Clinical Collaboration 
Platform



Support 
healthcare and 
business needs
Every enterprise and department has invested in a technology infrastructure to 
enhance patient care. Philips Clinical Collaboration Platform provides a scalable, 
modular architecture that integrates with existing systems to deliver data and 
tools across the enterprise – from clinical data reporting to enterprise-wide 
ingestion and archiving, to full patient and clinical data management.

Build smarter, 
more productive 
relationships
Philips solutions and services unify enterprise imaging 
across sites, specialties and technologies to simplify 
medical image management, enable effective 
collaboration and enhance patient care.

Philips Clinical Collaboration Platform is a modular, 
multi-site, multi-domain standards-based Enterprise 
Imaging solution. Its shared back-end architecture 
provides the backbone for a fully integrated clinical 
imaging, workflow and reporting infrastructure.

The Clinical Collaboration Platform enables real-time, 
on-demand access to holistic clinical data for those 
involved in the care journey, including the patients.

 
Accommodate 
multiple specialties

Primary care Dermatology

Radiology Laboratory

Cardiology Emergency

Endoscopy Telemedicine

Pathology Ophthalmology
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Improve efficiency 
and the patient 
experience

Advantages at a glance
• Access to relevant clinical images for each 

specialty and the patient’s comprehensive medical 
history from the EMR helps clinicians work together 
for better-coordinated care.

• Patients gain access to their images and exam 
reports, allowing them to help physicians develop 
more efficient evaluation and treatment plans – 
and feel greater ownership in their own care.

• The ability to manage clinical data holistically 
gives administrators greater agility for mitigating  
risk and planning for the future.

• Data-mining relevant information and business 
insights via real-time dashboards and other 
compliance and reporting systems supports 
performance tracking and process improvements,  
and boosts quality and productivity outcomes.

Give physicians and administrators 
the clinical data and image access 
they need to improve care and reduce 
costs. Encourage patients to take 
more control over their healthcare. 
Simplify clinical reporting to payers 
for more efficient reimbursement. 
Provide the right data to the right 
people at the right time. Promote 
true collaboration using clinical 
data embedded seamlessly in your 
existing EMR ecosystem – and bring 
stakeholders together in a shared 
mission to deliver a higher standard  
of care.
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Connect 
physicians, payers, 
administrators 
and patients
Philips Clinical Collaboration Platform establishes an interoperable clinical 
data ecosystem – connecting professionals with the imaging data they 
need across the continuum of care. This modular, multi-site, multi-domain 
standards-based Enterprise Imaging solution enables real-time, on-demand 
access to holistic clinical data for those involved in the care journey,  
including the patients. 
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